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Editorial:
It is our utmost fortune to release this Volume 9, Issue II, August 2020 of SONSIK

e-Newsletter. This e-Newsletter covers the event reports of the programs organized and
participated by SONSIK 16th Executive Committee (EC) within its last three
quarter of the tenure. We hope that you will enjoy going through it and will appreciate our
effort of connecting with our society members who have always been an integral part of
our journey. Last but definitely not the least, we would like to request each and every one
of you to please help us make this newsletter reach more people as possible. Your
suggestions and opinions will always be appreciated.
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SONSIK interaction programs
Interaction with the delegates of Pokhara University
SONSIK had a brief interaction program with the delegates of Pokhara
university (PU) on the 2nd of December, 2019 in Seoul, Republic of Korea to
create a better understanding which will be beneficial to both SONSIK and PU
in the near future. SONSIK President Mr. Prakash Devkota, Vice-President Mr.
Siri Satyal, Secretary Mr. Bishal Bhandari, Advisor Mr. Tulsi Poudel, and
SONSIK alumni member Dr. Agni Koirala met the delegates of Pokhara
university (PU) represented by vice-chancellor Er. Buddhi Raj Joshi and

SONSIK with Er. Buddhi Raj Joshi and Er. Arjun Gautam
director of school of engineering Er. Arjun Gautam where they together discuss
ed about the Korean education system, education system in Nepal, the current
status of Pokhara university, activities of SONSIK, and on many more
important and relevant points. It was an effective interaction program to
strengthen our ties and help each other move forward. SONSIK is thankful to
all the participants for their valuable time and meaningful discussions.

Interaction program with Dr. Hari Prasad Dahal
SONSIK had organized the “Interaction Program” on the 12th of January, 2020
at Sungkyunkwan University in Seoul, South Korea. In the program, guest
speaker Dr. Hari Prasad Dahal, who is an assistant editor at renowned American
Physical Society, presented his views on the topic “Scientific journal publicatio
n: Perspective of an editor” and “Roles of academicians in NRNA”.

SONSIK with Dr. Hari Prasad Dahal
The speaker acknowledged many questions related to scientific paper writing
and publication that were raised in the program. It was a very productive
program that directly benefited many Nepalese students living in South Korea.
SONSIK wholeheartedly would like to thank Dr. Devi Basnet, Dr. Agni Koirala,
Dr. Gyan Raj Koirala, and whole Sungkyunkwan University family for helping
SONSIK to make the program a huge success.

Interaction program with Nepalese students learning Korean
language

SONSIK with Nepalese student learning Korean language
SONSIK had conducted an “Interaction program” with Nepalese Students
learning the Korean language in South Korea, on the 12th of January, 2020 at
Gachon University Medical Campus (GUMC) in Incheon, South Korea. The
program mainly focused on explaining the activities of SONSIK and the status,
expectations, issues, and life of Korean language student in South Korea.
SONSIK 16th Executive Committee (EC) President Mr. Prakash Devkota, vicepresident Mr. Siri Satyal, Secretary Mr. Bishal Bhandari, EC member Mr. Om
Raj Sapkota, along with Mr. Tulsi Poudel and Dirgha Raj Joshi, president and
secretary of 15th EC respectively, participated in the program and
enthusiastically explained and helped the students understand the current status
of foreign students in South Korea. SONSIK is very thankful to all the
participants, especially to the Nepalese students of GUMC for helping SONSIK
in making this program successful.

Meetings with National Institute for International Education
(NIIED)
NIIED is a government organization and a competent agency of Korea Ministry

of Education which focuses on nurturing and fostering human resources of
South Korea along with inviting many talented international students to study in
South Korea in order to develop a more globalized higher education field.
NIIED also acts as a guardian organization to all the foreign students’
organizations here in South Korea by financially and morally supporting them.
Therefore, SONSIK along with other foreign students’ organizations have a
joint conference with NIIED where representatives from each organization

SONSIKs participation in NIIED interaction program
report to NIIED about the past programs organized by them and also give a brief
about their plans for future programs. So, during this tenure, SONSIK
participated in the meeting twice, the first one represented by the SONSIK vice
president region (1) Mr. Siri Satyal in December and the second one represented
by SONSIK president Mr. Prakash Devkota in July. SONSIK wholeheartedly
would like to thank NIIED for their constant support throughout the years.

Meeting with different organizations representative in Gwangju
Embassy of Nepal, South Korea along with Nepal Community Committee,
Gwangju, and Gwangju Support Center together organized an “Interaction
Program” on the 19th of January, 2020 in Gwangju. The Labour Counsellor of
the Embassy of Nepal, South Korea Mr. Dilliram Bastola, advisor of
SONSIK Dr. 전성현, and Mrs. 고영순 were the special guest of the program.

SONSIK with Nepal community committee and Gwangju support center

SONSIK 16th EC President Mr. Prakash Devkota, Treasurer Mr. Rajaram Shrest
ha, and Alumni member Dr. Suresh Poudel had participated in the program on
behalf of the whole SONSIK family. SONSIK would like to sincerely thank the
Nepal Community Committee, Gwangju for inviting us to the program and also
for playing an important role in developing mutual relations.

Meeting with seniors and expertise about the upcoming AGM

SONSIK with seniors and expertise
SONSIK had organized a meeting with the seniors of the organization, on the
1st of August, 2020 to discuss about the possibilities and challenges for success
fully organizing the upcoming SONSIK 17th Annual General Meeting (AGM).
It was a very important and necessary meeting as the situation is not as same as
before due to the pandemic and we have to switch from the traditional way of
conducting an AGM into an online one, for the time being. It was a short and in
formal meeting with our seniors, advisors, and alumni, which proved to be a
beneficial one. SONSIK is really thankful to the attendees for their valuable
time and suggestions for the upcoming AGM.

SONSIK with seniors and expertise

SONSIK Scholarship Program
SONSIK-KUAAN scholarship distribution 2020
SONSIK with the help of the
Korean

Universities

Alumni

Association Nepal (KUAAN) has
been helping the children in need in

many

remote

parts

of

Nepal

through the “SONSIK Sustainable
Scholarship Program”. This scholarship program mainly aims to provide
scholarship and stationery items to the underprivileged children in many remote
parts of Nepal. So, to broaden the horizon and to make this program more
effective and beneficial SONSIK had signed a memorandum of understanding
(MoU) with Cross Remittance on the 10th of November, 2020. However,
this year we had some difficulties in distributing academic items due to the
pandemic. Despite the harsh situation, we were able to contact the principal of
Mahendra Secondary School, Kavre Mr. Rajesh Shrestha who volunteered in
helping us distribute English grammar books to primary school students in rural
areas so that they can learn and explore even during the pandemic. SONSIK
donated around 200,000 South Korean Won to print 200 copies of the book
which were recently distributed to the children and if the response is positive,
SONSIK will distribute more books in the near future. This was just a small
part of the scholarship provided by SONSIK this year but we will try to reach
and help more students in need as per the necessity after the situation gets better
. SONSIK is thankful to Nepal manager of Cross Remittance Mr. Dharma Raj
Gautam, SONSIK scholarship coordinator Mr. Siri Satyal, and treasurer Mr.
Rajaram Shrestha for making this possible despite all the difficult situations.

SONSIK-KUAAN scholarship distribution 2020

Cover page of book provided by SONSIK

Scholarship distribution in different place in Nepal

SONSIK-KUAAN scholarship distribution 2020

Scholarship distribution in different place in Nepal

SONSIK: Educational seminar
SONSIK Educational Seminar: Cancelled due to the pandemic
SONSIK was all pumped and prepared for the “SONSIK 8th Educational
Seminar- A journey into the academia: Exploring contemporary research trends
across disciplines.” which was to be held on the 8th and 9th of February, 2020 at
Yeungnam University, Daegu. SONSIK 16th EC, SONSIK advisors, alumni,

members, supporters and well-wishers, everybody had put their heart and soul
into preparing for this program with a sole motive of making the program grand
and successful but unfortunately, this program got canceled at the very last
moment, after all the preparation, due to the outbreak of the Covid-19 virus.

SONSIK’s preparation for
educational seminar

Program organized, collaborated, and participated
by SONSIK
2020 UCC Seollal festival with migrants
“Nepali cultural and food festival 2020”

SONSIK and Sri Lankan Community in Gwangju, with the help of Universal
Cultural Center (UCC), organized a program “2020 UCC Seollal Festival with
Migrants” on the 24th and 25th of January, 2020 in Gwangju, South Korea. The
program on the first night was hosted by SONSIK as “Nepali Cultural and Food
Festival 2020” where scrumptious Nepali cuisine was cooked and enjoyed
together with all the participants. After enjoying the dinner, the program
proceeded, by our enthusiastic team performing Nepali music and dances along
with presentation reflecting the beautiful tradition and culture of Nepal. The
night was made more memorable by the special Korean traditional performance
s which were immensely entertaining and beautiful. Then on the second day, the
participants visited the Kilsang Temple. After all the fun and excitement at the
Kilsang Temple, the program officially ended on Saturday afternoon. SONSIK
wholeheartedly would like to thank Universal Cultural Center (UCC) for giving
SONSIK this opportunity to host this program.

2020 UCC Seollal festival with migrants
“Nepali cultural and food festival 2020”
SONSIK always appreciates UCC for its continuous cross-cultural activities to
promote different cultures at a foreign land. The main goal of the program was
to introduce Nepalese culture and food with foreigners along with promoting
“Visit Nepal 2020”. SONSIK is thankful to the founder and chairman of UCC
Mr. Mukul Basu, honorary consul of Nepal for Gwangju and advisor of
SONSIK Dr. 전성현, advisor of SONSIK Laxmi didi (고영순), 도제 스님 and
all other participants for their time and coordination to make the program
successful.

SONSIK preparing food for Nepali cultural and food festival

2020 UCC Seollal festival with migrants
“Nepali cultural and food festival 2020”

SONSIK with UCC and other participant

SONSIKs cultural dress presentation

SONSIKs musical performance

2020 UCC Seollal festival with migrants
“Nepali cultural and food festival 2020”

SONSIKs token of love for international performer

SONSIKs visit in the Kilsang Temple

SONSIK orientation and welcome program – 2020

SONSIK in Pai Chai University

SONSIK had organized “SONSIK Orientation and Welcome Program – 2020”
on the 21st of March, 2020 in Pai Chai University, Daejeon under the coordination of SONSIK university representative Mr. Ravi Ghimire. During the
program, he briefly highlighted the opportunities and obstacles faced by

Nepalese Students in South Korea along with valuable advise in order to help
them adapt themselves in a foreign land. The team also recommended some
books and shared some learning methods with the new students to help them
study the Korean language properly. It was conducted successfully with the
active participation of new students for which SONSIK is really thankful to Mr.
Ravi Ghimire and his team.

Nepalese flag handover to Pai Chai University as a “Token of Love”

SONSIK handover Nepalese flag to Pai Chai University
as a token of love

SONSIK had organized the Nepalese flag handover program at Pai Chai
University on the 28th of July, 2020. SONSIK university representative Mr. Ravi

Ghimire, with a motive of strengthening positive relations with Pai Chai
university along with making Nepalese flag and Nepalese student in Pai Chai
university recognized, organized this program where he handed the flag of
Nepal as a token of love to the University representative Mr. Ho-Taek Choi. It
was a very memorable program where the flag of Nepal was officially handed o
ver to Pai Chai university which will he hung in the university with all the other

flags from all around the world. SONSIK is thankful to Mr. Ravi Ghimire and
his team for successfully organizing such a historical program.

Visit Nepal 2020 inaugural ceremony

SONSIK in visit Nepal 2020 inaugural ceremony

SONSIK had wholeheartedly participated and thoroughly enjoyed the “VISIT
NEPAL 2020 Inaugural Ceremony” organized by the Embassy of Nepal, Seoul,
South Korea on the 11th of January, 2020 in Seoul. The very talented and
enthusiastic team of young Nepalese performers were successful enough in
amusing and entertaining their audience with the fun-filled Nepali songs and
energetic dance performances. It was indeed a very lively and immensely
entertaining program. The program was conducted successfully with the
participation of NRNA South Korea. SONSIK is thankful to all the participants
for making this program successful and a very memorable one.

Topi diwas (Cap day )

SONSIKs participation in topi diwas
SONSIK had participated in the “Hamro shan, Hamro pahichan: Nepali topi
aabhiyan” program conducted by MRR Korea on the 1st of January, 2020 in
Seoul with a purpose of reflecting our rich culture and tradition along with
promoting “VISIT NEPAL 2020” in South Korea. The rally started from Seoul
Station with everyone wearing their Nepali topi with pride and dignity, marched

till Seoul Tower where the program came to an end. It was a very memorable
and proud moment for all the Nepalese living in South Korea. The program was
conducted successfully with the participation of NRNA South Korea and Nepal
tourism Board. SONSIK is thankful to all the participants for making this
program a huge success. (participated by SONSIK EC members Mr. Siri Satyal,
Mr. Bishal Bhandari, Mr. Om Raj Sapkota, and other students)

Topi diwas (Cap day )

SONSIKs participation in topi diwas

Farewell program for Mr. Dilliram Bastola

SONSIK with Labour Counsellor Mr. Dilliram Bastola
NRNA, South Korea had organized a farewell program along with SONSIK
and four other organizations as the co-organizers on the 25th of July, 2020 in
Seoul for the Labour Counsellor of the Embassy of Nepal, South Korea Mr.
Dilliram Bastola who successfully finished his tenure in South Korea and was
moved to Kathmandu, Nepal. SONSIK 16th EC Secretary Mr. Bishal Bhandari
and EC member Mr. Om Raj Sapkota had participated in the program where
they bid him farewell and wished him luck for the days to come on behalf of
the whole SONSIK family. SONSIK would like to sincerely thank the NRNA,
South Korea, and other co-organizers of the program for playing an important
role in making the program successful.

Online programs
Characteristics, global impact and preparedness for
the Corona virus ((COVID-19)
SONSIK had
organized

online

an

talk

program
the

on
topic

"Characteristic
s, Global Impa
ct, and Prepar
edness for the
Corona Virus
(COVID-19)”
on the 8th of
March, 2020 which was streamed live from SONSIK official Facebook page
and YouTube channel. The main aim of this program was to address the general
as well as technical issues on the Corona Virus outbreak. This program
moderated by Sangita Karki, covered various aspects of the ongoing pandemic
as our guest speakers were experts from different fields. The speakers presented
their view on the matter along with acknowledging many questions related to
the topic that was raised in the program. This program directly benefited and

helped many Nepalese residing all over the world including Nepal. SONSIK
wholeheartedly would like to thank all our guest speakers for their valuable time
and knowledge, moderator, and the participants for making the program a huge
success.

Webinar on: Distance/ online learning-challenges and possibilities

SONSIK had organized a second online talk program on the topic " Distance/
Online Learning- Challenges and Possibilities" on the 11th of June, 2020 which
was streamed live from SONSIK official Facebook page and YouTube channel.

The main aim of this program was to address the Challenges and Possibilities of
online learning which has been the most effective medium of learning during
this pandemic. This program moderated by SONSIK 16th EC Vice President Siri
Satyal, covered various aspects of online learning as our guest speakers were
experts from different fields. We had young and energetic panelists, who are
actively involved in teaching and learning activities around the globe. The
speakers presented their view on the matter along with acknowledging many
questions related to the topic that was raised in the program. This program
directly benefited and helped many Nepalese residing all over the world
including Nepal. SONSIK wholeheartedly would like to thank all our guest
speakers for their valuable time and knowledge, moderator, and the participants
for making the program a huge success.

Online meeting of the former and present presidents of SONSIK

The first online meeting of the former presidents along with the current
president was conducted successfully on the 26th of April, 2020 which can also
be acknowledged as one of the most significant and memorable events for the
organization. The main aim of the meeting was to share their own experiences
as a president to learn and understand the possibilities and challenges of running
an organization, and use it for the benefit of the organization to widen the
institutional scope.

Online meeting of the former and present presidents of SONSIK
The attendees discussed about various factors and agreed on the following
issues:
-

The former presidents will actively play an effective role in making the
organization more progressive and run all its programs more effectively.

-

To make the SONSIK Alumni institutionally strong and known worldwide
to be able to connect and join with other Alumni in different parts of the wor
ld.

-

To research and understand the possibilities and challenges of distributing
scholarships in Nepal to make the scholarship distributed by SONSIK in Ne

pal sustainable and better.
-

To make necessary initiatives to the Government of Nepal, Ministry of
Education to solve the problem of equivalency, which has been a major
problem faced by many Nepalese students who have graduated from various
universities of South Korea and have returned to Nepal, through SONSIK
Alumni Association (KUUAN), under the leadership of Dr. Janardan

Lamichhane.
-

To conduct the meeting of the former presidents at least once in every three
months and the necessary facilitation for the meeting will be done by the
current president.

SONSIK 16th EC would like to thank all the former presidents for their valuable
time and support.

Online session “After higher education: opportunities, possibilities,
and challenges”
SONSIK

had

collaborated

with

Wonkwang University
Nepalese
(WUNC)

Club
an

online

session on the topic
“After higher educatio
n: opportunities,
possibilities, and challenges" on the 1st August of, 2020 which was streamed
live from WUNC official Facebook page and shared in official Facebook page
of SONSIK. The main aim of this program was to address the opportunities,
possibilities and challenges after taking the higher education and the implement
ation over this world. This program moderated by Mr. Prakash Raj Pandey
alumni of SONSIK covered various opportunities, possibilities, and challenges
after higher education as our guest speakers Dr. Ram Bhusal and Mr. Mahesh
Upadyay were expert in this issues. The speakers presented their
experience and share knowledge after their higher education in the matter along
with acknowledging many questions related to the topic that was raised in the
program. This program directly benefited and helped many Nepalese student all
over the world including Nepal. SONSIK wholeheartedly would like to thank
all our guest speakers for their valuable time and knowledge, moderator, and the
participants for making the program a huge success.

Cultural and traditional goods
Meeting for purchasing of cultural items

SONSIK with chairman of UCC Mr. Mukul Basu and
advisor of SONSIK Laxmi Didi (고영순)
SONSIK had organized a meeting with the founder and chairman of UCC Mr.
Mukul Basu, honorary consul of Nepal for Gwangju and advisor of SONSIK
Dr. Jeon-Sung Hyung (전성현), advisor of SONSIK Laxmi didi (Mrs. 고영순)
on the 14th of June, 2020 in Gwangju, to further discuss about the purchasing of
cultural items and its storage in UCC. They were very supportive and generous
enough to have sponsored us with money worth lakhs of Nepalese rupees for
purchasing Nepali traditional artifacts and Mr. Mukul Basu also promised us in
providing storage for all the purchased artifacts. We would like to sincerely than
k them for their huge support. It was a short yet a very important meeting with o
ur advisors and well-wishers which proved to be a very beneficial one. SONSIK
is really thankful to the attendees for their valuable time and suggestions.

SONSIK with advisor of SONSIK Dr. Jeon-Sung Hyung

Cultural and traditional goods
Purchasing traditional Nepali artifacts

Traditional Nepali artifacts
SONSIK 16th EC has been successful in purchasing and assembling traditional
Nepali artifacts with a motive of representing and promoting our rich heritage in
a foreign land. The purchased artifacts will mainly be used in various
international exhibitions taking place here in the Republic of Korea, to exhibit
our tradition and culture to the world. This was made possible by the generous
donation SONSIK received from our well-wishers and great initiation of
SONSIK 16th EC president Prakash Devkota and treasurer Raja Ram Shrestha.
For this, we would like to sincerely thank the honorary consul of Nepal to the
Republic of Korea, Gwangju Dr. Jeon-Sung Hyung, the president of Universal
Cultural Center (UCC), Gwangju, and Mr. Mukul Basu for sponsoring us with
money worth lakhs of Nepalese rupees .We would also like to express our
gratitude to Mr. Rudra

Sharma who constantly helped us in purchasing,

transporting, and storing the products. Some of the products have already been
transported to South Korea while others are still stored in Nepal safely, which
will be transported to South Korea shortly. The list of the purchased artifacts are
as follows:

SONSIK bigyepti-1

SONSIK bigyepti-2

Important notices !!!
SONSIKs logo change
The government of Nepal unveil
ed the new map of Nepal on the
21st of may, 2020. As per the cha
nge, SONSIK also felt the need
to change the map of Nepal in
its logo, following and respectin
g the steps taken by the governm
ent of Nepal. With respect to this
, the SONSIK 16th Executive
Committee jointly decided to

Previous: SONSIK logo

change the logo of SONSIK
with the new map of Nepal.
Although the committee has
already agreed on the matter, a
constitutional

amendment

proposal will be submitted accor

dingly in the upcoming 17th
Annual General Meeting before
finalizing the updated logo.

Changed: SONSIK logo

SONSIK Financial Details
S.No
.

Date

Particulars

1

08/09/2019

2

15/09/2019

Income
(Won)

Expenses
(Won)

Remarks

Orientation and
Interaction Program

87,480

Region 4

Orientation and
Interaction Program

59,180

Region 3

3

Interaction Program
( with Embassy, Past
29/09/2019
EC, Alumni
members)

29,700

Region 1

4

05/10/2019

1,178,90
0

Supported
by UCC

70,590

Bus
supported by
Laxmi didi

29,410

Wonkwang
University
Nepalese
Club

Dashain Program
1,110,000

5

6

7

8

9

Gwangju Tour and
06/10/2019 Farewell to 15th EC
members

29/10/2019

Entrepreneurial
Debate, WKU

Cultural
1,026,57
26/10/2019 performance in DIC
Daejeon
0
program, Daejeon 2,087,700
International
Center
Deusi bhailo
27/10/2019
50,750
program, Seoul

16/11/2019

Membership with
UCC, Gwangju

50,750

UCC

S.No.

Date

Particulars

Income
(Won)

10

18/12/2019

Donation by
Professor진복회

500,000

11

18/12/2019

SONSIK Batch

12

20/12/2019

Donation by
Professor전태흥

13

Meeting with Dr. 전
21/12/2019 성현 and Mr. Mukul
Basu, Gwangju

20,000

14

25/12/2019

Website hosting and
Backup

260,000

15

Visit Nepal 2020 inau
gural ceremony
11/01/2020
collaboration with
NRNA and embassy

16

17

11/01/2020

12/01/2020

An interaction
program with newly
enrolled language/
undergraduate
students

SONSIK Interaction
program
with Dr. Hari Prasad
Dahal

Expenses
(Won)

Remarks

74,000

100,000

Hongik
University
Street , Seoul

Gachon
University,
Seoul
350,000

373,300

Sungkyunkw
an Universit
y, Seoul

S.No.

18

19

Date

Particulars

Income
(Won)

Expenses
(Won)

Remarks

Nepali culture and f
24/01/2020 ood festival 2020 in
YMCA, Gwangju

Transportatio
n, hall, and f
Kilsang temple visit 2,050,000 2,172,193
ood supporte
and BBQ Party at
d by UCC
25/01/2020
UCC rest house, Gw
angju

20

Meeting with honor
able consular Dr. 전
14/06/2020 성현 , Laxmi Didi,
and Mr. Mukul Basu
, Gwangju

21

19/06/2020

22

Amount received by
04/07/2020
Wire barely
Remittance

23

Amount received by
18/08/2020 Cross Remittance
Nepal

24

Scholarship:
Primary English Gra
31/07/2020 mmar Book distribut
ion for 200 students,
Nepal

25

19/08/2020

50,000

SONSIK Stamp

Zoom Registration
Charge

20,000

Donation fro
m Laxmi Di
di(고영순)

15,500

Modification
of Logo

46,990
Scholarship t
o Nepalese S
tudents in Ne
pal

500,000

247,510

54,297

Collaboratio
n with
KUAAN and
Cross Remitt
ance

S.No.

26

Date

19/08/202
0

Particulars

Income
(Won)

Expenses
(Won)

Remarks

Cultural Items
purchase
Sponsored b
(Note: Amount
worth 600,000won
y Honorable
need to purchase
Consular Dr
2,500,000 2,965,000
and Dr. 전성현 had
. 전성현
promised to support
Supported b
y UCC and
1 million won more,
total of 3.5 million
Rudra Shar
won)
ma
TOTAL

9,294,690 8,734,380

Saving:
560,310

